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3Time for Better English

About this Book

“Time for Better English” Book 6 is the sixth in a 
series that introduces ‘explicit teaching’ for grammar, 
punctuation, spelling, the presentation of text types 
and writing scaffolds. Activities have been developed 
around the NAPLAN framework for reading along 
with specific aspects, directives, suggestions and 
guidelines from the National Curriculum. 

The book will allow a student to develop a knowledge 
and understanding of grammar, conventions in 
punctuation, rules for spelling, writing skills and key 
elements of various text types.

Each unit introduces a topic using a text type. 
Activities for that unit are then developed around the 
topic. It is recommended that the teacher completes 
all activities in a unit as each unit treats grammar, 
punctuation, spelling and writing around the subject 
of the text type. A teacher may choose to treat units 
in any order, but be mindful that the grammar and 
punctuation aspects build from unit to unit.

The topic of the text introduces the student to reading 
for understanding similar to the NAPLAN testing 
program. As the student progresses through the units 
he or she becomes familiar with questioning about a 
text in this format.

In each unit a definition, explanation and examples of 
grammar are presented for the student. Activities to 
practise the specific part of grammar are provided to 

help in the understanding 
and application of that 
grammar in his or her 
writing.

Different conventions 
for punctuation are also 
defined for the student. These are then followed by 
examples and activities for lessons in the book. As 
a student completes a unit, knowledge about the 
convention will build. This will then be reflected in 
the student’s writing.

A variety of spelling rules and activities are 
introduced throughout the book. Words for each 
unit come from the text. Word building is also 
treated in some units.

The student is also encouraged to complete a 
writing activity in each unit. Writing scaffolds are 
presented to help the student construct meaningful 
texts for a specific purpose.

Using “Time for Better English” will help the student 
develop skills in English. With ‘explicit teaching’ 
and practice activities, the student will gain an 
understanding of language and its conventions. 
With that understanding the student will develop 
confidence in using grammar, punctuation and 
spelling when creating written text.

Message to Parents

This book will help parents understand grammar, punctuation, spelling and writing. 
Use that understanding to help your child develop the skills to be confident in all 
aspects of English. Encourage, praise and help where you can at home. Your 
encouragement will play a big part in your child’s learning at school and beyond.

Time for Better English 
Book 6
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4 Time for Better English

Overview/Register
An Overview for each unit of work is provided to help the busy teacher impart knowledge and understanding of conventions 
in English. The teacher can use this Overview to register work covered in each unit.

Year 6 Programme Overview

Unit
Text Type and 

Reading
Grammar Sentences Punctuation Spelling Reg.

1 Narrative 
The Taniwha

Common, Proper 
and Collective 

Nouns

Statements – 
Beginnings and 

Endings 

Capital Letters 
Beginning 
Sentences 

Proper Nouns, 
Titles

Word Meanings 
Suffixes:  ible, able 

rule:  Words ending in one 
‘l’ double ‘l’ before  

adding a suffix

2
Information 

report  
Deserts

Adjectives -  Nouns 
Collective Nouns

Statements and 
Questions

Capital Letters for 
Titles of respect 

and Organisations

Scrambled words   
Word Meanings  Suffixes: er; 
or Homophones – prey, pray, 

preyed; – desert, dessert

3 Factual recount  
Jessica Watson

Action Verbs  
 in the Past Tense 

Simple Sentences 
with Subject/Verb/

Object 

Capital Letters for 
Days of the Week 

and Months of year

Word Meaning Editing Text 
Homophones –  bite, bight;  

feet, feat; root, route 
Latin root  –‘credo’

4 Programme  
Kids’ Klub  

Adjectives describe 
Nouns

Subject/Verb 
Agreement 

Exclamations

Question Mark or 
Exclamation Mark

Base Words  and ‘ing’ 
Missing Letters   
Word Meanings  

Suffixes: tion, ous  
Words with silent letter

5
Procedure  

How to Make a 
Rain Gauge

Commands and 
Action verbs in 

Procedures

Clauses 
Independent or 
(main) Clause - 

Dependent Clauses

Contractions  
e.g. It is  - it’s  

use of the 
Apostrophe

Word Meanings  
Blends and Endings  

Editing Text   Prefix:  ‘fore’ 
Homophones: 

Wether, weather, whether

6 Poetry  
Winnie the Witch

Abstract Nouns and 
Noun groups

Complex 
Sentences and 
Conjunctions

Commas and 
Complex Sentences

Compound Words 
Word Meanings 

Editing Text 
Homophones – rote, wrote

7 Factual recount 
The Mallard

Adjectives and 
Noun groups  Plural 
Verbs and Collective 

Nouns

Inverted Sentences Commas  between 
Adjectives 

Scrambled Words Antonyms 
with Prefix ‘mis’ Compound 

Words Editing Text   
rule: ‘full’ at end of word – 

drop one ‘l’

8 Narrative  
Bungee Jump

Personal Pronouns – 
Singular and Plural

Pronouns as 
Subjects and 

Objects

Quotation Marks/ 
Speech

Word Meanings  
Compound Words  

Prefix: sub. rule: When ‘all’ is 
used as a prefix drop one ‘l’

9 Visual - Poster 
Recycling Rules!

relative Pronouns
Complex 

Sentences and  
Dependent Clauses

Commas to 
separate Clauses

Scrambled Words  
Missing Letters. Suffix: ‘able’ 

Latin root ‘duo’ - two 

10
recount  

Postcard from 
Vietnam

Adverbs  -  showing   
where and why

Adverbial Phrases  
Short and Long 

Sentences

Apostrophe of 
Possession

Compound Words 
Homophones – crews, cruise 
Days of the Week. Synonmys  

11
Information 

report  
Aussie Pests

Adjectives – 
Comparative and 

Superlative

Nouns and Noun 
groups

Capital Letters 
for Holidays and 
Historic Events

using list words 
Build compound words 

Edit text 
Homophones – shore, sure

12
Exposition  
Get Moving,  
Get Healthy!

Prepositions and 
Adverbial Phrases

Modality and 
Persuasive Devices

Contraction – 
‘are’  using an 

Apostrophe 

Word Meanings 
Missing Letters. Prefix ‘mis’ 

greek root – ’phone’

13 Timetable  
Train to Fern Glen

Preposition or 
Adverb?

Conjunctions to 
form Complex 

Sentences

Paragraphs and 
Topic Sentence

Syllables, Scrambled words 
Antonyms, Add ‘ing’ to 
words, Homophones – 

caught, court, Sound Words

14 Explanation  
What is a Glacier?

The Indefinite 
Numeral Adjective 

Technical Language

Cohesion and 
Conjunctions 

Sequence of Events

Abbreviations in 
everyday use in 

Australia

using list words 
Word meanings, Synonyms 

Homophones through, threw

15
Narrative 

Robert and the 
Spider

Possessive Pronouns 
Possessive 

Adjectives and 
gender

Saying Verbs
Exclamation Mark 

Commands 
The Hyphen

Missing Letters 
Blends with ‘eam’  

Nouns, Adjectives & Adverbs  
Singular or Plural?  
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Unit Text Type Grammar Sentences Punctuation Spelling Reg.

16

Procedural 
recount 

Making a Worm 
Farm

Articles –  
Definite and Indefinite 
Pointing Words this, 

that, these, those

Complex Sentences 
with Non-finite Verbs 

and Action Verbs

Quoted Speech  
and Inverted 

Commas

using list words,  
Word meanings,  
Missing letters 

Homophones -  wind, wind

17
Advertisment  

Household Robot 
Lux 5

relating Verbs in 
Present Tense 

am, is, are, 

Verb Tense  
Past to Present

Ellipsis Points 
Sentence 

Punctuation

Word Meanings 
Scrambled Words 

Missing letters Editing Text 
Homophones - quiet, quite

18
Description  

The Giant Squid

Factual Adjectives  
and Noun groups 

Comparative 
Adjectives

Complex Sentences 
and Adjectival 

Clauses
Abbreviations

Syllables, Scrambled Words 
Prefix ‘anti’ or ‘ante’, 
Compound Words 

using prey, preyed, pray, prayed 
rule – ‘ck’  only after a short 

vowel sounds like ‘k’

19
Factual recount 

Dawn Fraser

relating Verbs  
and the Past Tense 

Past Tense or  
Present Tense?

Adverbial Phrase  
or Adverbial Clause

Capital Letters for  
Personal Pronoun 

“I” Full Stop

using List Words 
Word Meanings, Synonyms, 

Editing Text, Homonyms  
– suit, suit, sweet, suite

20
Discussion  

Movies or Books – 
Which are Better?

revision  
Adjectival or Adverbial  

Phrase or Clause 

rEVISION
Prepositions 
Conjunctions 
Contractions

rEVISION  
Joining Sentences 

with suitable 
Conjunctions

Missing Letters 
Word Building using suffix 

‘ious’. Antonyms with Prefix ‘ir’ 
root Words  

greek ‘photo’ meaning light

21
response  
Star Pirates

Helping Verbs  
and the Present 

Continuous 

Present Participles 
with Helping Verbs 

(am, is, are) 
Collective Nouns 

Noun groups

Commas in Lists 
and between 

Phrases

using List Words 
Word Meanings 
Missing Letters 

Prefix ‘dis’

22
recount  

Pelorus Jack
Helping Verbs and  

The Past Continuous

Present Participles 
and Helping Verbs 
Collective Nouns 

Singular and Plural

Writing Dates and 
Numbers

Word Meanings 
Scrambled Words 

Missing Letters, Editing Text 
Foreign Words and their Plurals

23
Narrative  
The Phone

Helping Verbs and  
Future Tense

redundant Words – 
Nouns and Pronouns 

Changing gender 
using Pronouns

Contractions

Syllables  
Scrambled Words 

Silent Letters 
Plurals Prefix ‘inter’

24

Exposition  
Good Manners  
Will Never Be  
Out of Date

Feeling Verbs and 
Abstract Nouns 
Nominalisation

Abstract Nouns 
Abstract Nouns to 

Feeling Verbs
The Colon

using list words  
Word Meanings, Synonyms 
Editing Text, Homophones – 
wait, weight; poured, poor; 

chews, choose

25
Poetry 

Moving Day

Inflected Verbs 
showing person 

Adverbial Phrases  
of Time

Subject/Verb 
Agreement The Semi-Colon 

Missing Letters,  
Word Meanings 

Prefix ‘sub’, ‘sus’ ‘sup’ 
Latin root Word – ‘manus’ 
meaning ‘from the hand’

26
Discussion 

Online Forum
Adverbs of Place 
Adverbial Clauses  

Complex Sentences 
Adverbial Clauses 

run-ons 
Figurative Language

Formal Letter 
Beginnings and 

Endings

using list words, Word 
Meanings, Scrambled Words, 
Words with ‘ph’ ‘gh’ ‘ff’ and 

sound of ‘f’. Words with ‘ee’ or 
‘ea’ and sound of ‘e’ as in ‘we’

27
Information report  
Threats to Natural 

Habitats

Modifying Adverbs 
Adjectives or Adverbs

Adjectives or 
Adverbs?

Paragraphs and 
Spoken Words

Word Meanings  
Scrambled Words, Plurals 

Editing Text, greek root Word 
‘chronos’ meaning time

28
Explanation 

What is  
Hydro-Electricity?

reflexive and 
Indefinite Pronouns

Subject and  
Predicate 

Technical Words

Question or 
Exclamation

Word Meanings, Scrambled 
Words, Nouns as Verbs  

Editing Text, greek root Word 
‘hydro’ meaning water

29
Narrative 
Oh Polly!

Demonstrative 
Adjectives 

gender in Nouns

Changing  meaning 
by changing gender

Brackets and 
Abbreviations

using list words, Word 
Meanings. The prefix ‘contra’ 
Homophones –  bite, bight; 
desert, dessert; rain, reign

30

Information 
Alligators and 
Crocodiles

Double Negatives 
Nouns, Pronouns, 

Verbs

Subject and  
Predicate in 

 Inverted Sentences
Dates and Numbers

Word Meanings 
Scrambled Words 

Compound Words, Editing Text 
Homophones – boar, bore; 

poor, pour; patients, patience; 
threw, through;  to, two, too;  

braked, broke
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In Maori folklore, taniwha were gruesome monsters which dwelt in dark caverns or deep pools on land or in the sea 
and preyed on passing travelers.  Taniwha could take the form of sharks and whales in the sea, or of giant lizards on 
the land.  Occasionally, taniwha were well-disposed towards people and extended protection towards them.  This 
legend concerns one of those times.

The name of the taniwha was Horomatangi and he had come to the new land, Aotearoa, (now known as New 
Zealand) from Hawaii with a great wizard named Ngatoro.  Ngatoro had left his two sisters in Hawaii and after a time, 
one of them, Kuiwai, had been treated badly by her husband and his family.  She resolved to travel, accompanied by 
her sister, Haungaroa, to the new land.  She hoped that her brother would agree to avenge the wrongs done to her.  
The women did not know where Ngatoro lived, but hoped they would be able to locate him.

The sisters travelled throughout what is now the North Island, all the time being watched by the taniwha, Horomatangi.  
He was swimming in Lake Taupo and saw them approaching in the distance.  He was reluctant to approach closely 
lest he appal them with his dreadful appearance, but he wished to show them by signs the direction in which they 
should go.  Travelling underground, he halted and exhaled violently.  His breath broke through the ground and the 
white plume condensed in the cold air, forming a famous blowhole.  The spray turned towards Ngatoro’s home and 
the sisters saw the sign and interpreted it correctly.

1. Shade the bubble that best answers each question.

 a. The name of the wizard’s sisters were
    Aotearoa and Kuiwai

     Kuiwai and Haungaroa
   Kuwai and Horomatang
    Haungaroa and Ngatoro

 c. Another word for ‘condensed’ is  
   dispersed    concentrated  
    appeared    fluttered 

 e. Which statement is true?  

   Horomatangi generally resided in Lake Taupo.

   Taniwha were able to change their shape at will.

   Ngatoro left Hawaii after being treated badly  
   by family.

   The taniwha chanced on the sisters near  
   Lake Taupo.

 g. The purpose of this legend is

   to entertain the reader 
    to explain the nature of taniwha

    to reveal the history of Aotearoa
   to show the origin of a natural feature

b. The text suggests that taniwha

  were universally helpful to people   
   were as often helpful as unhelpful

  were unfairly presented in legends 
   were a consistent threat to travelers

d. Why did Kuiwai come to the new land?

   She desired a fresh start. 

   She was seeking retribution.

   She had missed her brother.

   Her husband had cast her out.

f. ‘He was reluctant to approach closely lest he   
 appal them with his dreadful appearance.’    
 Which sentence best explains this idea? 

   He wished to approach stealthily.

   He was embarrassed by his appearance.

  He wanted to assist without startling them.

  He was not certain he wished to help them.

2. Tick only the boxes which contain information found in the text.

   Horomatangi was not always well-intentioned towards people.

    Ngatoro was aware of Horomatangi’s helpfulness.

    Lake Taupo is in the North Island of New Zealand.

    The sisters understood the purpose of the sudden appearance of the geyser.

    Ngatoro agreed to take vengeance on Kuiwai’s husband.

    The taniwha had great physical strength.

Unit One   The Taniwha                                                                            Narrative
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1.	 Write	three	common	nouns	and	a	noun	group	in	the	first	sentence	of	The Taniwha.

 a.     b.     c.   

 d. 

2. Write proper nouns for the taniwha and the great wizard in The Taniwha.

 a.   b.  

3. Underline the collective nouns in the following sentences.

 a. The herd of giraffes was rounded up in Africa for the local zoo.

 b. A flock of birds flew over the school of dolphins during our boating excursion.

 c. A troop of monkeys was on display, when a cast of hawks frightened it.

  d. The gaggle of geese was too noisy for the brood of hens in the enclosure.

  e. A leap of leopards roamed the open plains of their African terrain.

2. Tick only the boxes which contain information found in the text.

   Horomatangi was not always well-intentioned towards people.

    Ngatoro was aware of Horomatangi’s helpfulness.

    Lake Taupo is in the North Island of New Zealand.

    The sisters understood the purpose of the sudden appearance of the geyser.

    Ngatoro agreed to take vengeance on Kuiwai’s husband.

    The taniwha had great physical strength.

A. Grammar

12
1

2

3

4
567

8

9

10
11

Common, Proper 
and Collective Nouns 

Statements  
Capital Letters

Sentences
A sentence contains a complete idea. It begins with a capital letter and ends with a full stop.     

Statements are sentences that state facts.

4. Match the following sentence beginnings with their endings to make statements.

  Beginnings  Endings

 a. The name of the taniwha  there were many disappointed children.

 b. The name of the new land, Aotearoa,   legends often seem real.

 c. Because it rained for the sport carnival  was Horomatangi.

 d. While many narratives are false  it is wise to have plenty of supplies.

 e. Before undertaking a long journey  is now known as New Zealand. 
B.  Punctuation

Capital letters are used to begin sentences and for proper nouns, place names and titles.

5. Re-write these sentences correctly on the lines below.

 a.  in new zealand there are many places with maori names

      

 b. australia day is celebrated on 26 january each year to commemorate the landing of captain arthur phillip in 1788

      

      

 c. captain james cook discovered australia in 1770 and claimed it for the british

      

 d. the governor-general is queen elizabeth’s representative in australia 

      

Nouns – Common, Proper and Collective 
Common nouns name things.  Proper nouns name people and places. 

Collective nouns name a group of similar things.
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C. Spelling
Use look, say, cover, write and check to learn the words in each list, then write each list in alphabetical order.
1. List Practise Alphabetical Order Extension Words Practise Alphabetical Order

 folklore   protection  

 gruesome   retribution  

 dwelt   universally   

 caverns   violently   

 avenge   generally   

 appal   stealthily   

 plume   condensed   

 famous   travelled   

 resolved   concentrated   

 appeared   interpreted   

2. Complete each sentence using the correct list word.

 a. The Ned Kelly story has passed into Australian  .

 b. A large   of smoke hung over the smouldering building.

 c. Underground   attract many tourists to Jenolan Caves each year.

 d. A problem can often be solved easily, provided the issue is not  on for long.

 e.  The detectives made a  discovery when they entered the building.

3. Use a word from the extension list to complete each sentence.

 a.   The storm shook the trees on the foreshore   during the cyclone.

 b. One group of criminals seeks  from another for a perceived wrong.

 c. The Internet has been  embraced as a means of communication.

 d. Some animals creep   around unsuspecting campers’ shelters.

4.	Word	Building	–	Add	the	suffixes		‘able’	OR	‘ible’	meaning	capable	of,	to	the	following	words.

 a. response     b. convert     c. eat      

 d. comfort       e. access       f. service   

 g. predict  h. notice   i. remark 

folklore     

gruesome        

plume       

caverns       

dwelt

retribution       universally       stealthily      violently

Spelling Rule

Words ending in one ‘l’ double the ‘l’ when adding a suffix.

5. Add the ending to make new words. 

      ‘ed’    ‘ing’ ‘ers’

 a.   travel   

 b.   propel   

 c.   revel   
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D. Writing : Narratives
1.	 Use	all	your	senses	when	you	write.	Read	this	description	of	the	taniwha	and	find	all	the	places	where	 
 the senses have been used.  Then complete the table below by adding one more example.

The taniwha was grey and scaly.  He looked like a monstrous lizard and the ground shook as he walked.  If you 

came close enough to touch him, his skin felt leathery.  It was possible to know that a taniwha was close by 

the strong and unpleasant smell his skin exuded.  Some people thought it was like the smell of dank caverns. 

Because of its great size, the monster moved noisily, often snapping off tree branches with loud cracks  as it 

approached. Taniwhas liked to eat well, and would cook their meat in the bubbling geysers.  Then, they would 

enjoy every morsel of their delicious food.

2.  Write the next part of the legend, telling what happens when the sisters meet their brother again.   
 Use your senses in your writing!

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sight The taniwha was grey and scaly.

Smell The strong and unpleasant smell his skin exuded.

Hearing The monster moved noisily.

Feeling The ground shook as he walked.

Taste Taniwhas liked to eat well.
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Answers
unit 1  
reading P. 6 
1. a. Kuiwai and Haungaroa  b. were as often helpful as unhelpful   
 c. concentrated  d. she was seeking retribution   
 e. Taniwha were able to change their shape at will   
 f. He wanted to assist without startling them.   
 g. to show the origin of a natural feature  
2. Lake Taupo is in the North Island of New Zealand.  The sisters   
 understood the purpose of the sudden  appearance of the geyser.   
 The taniwha had great physical strength.
grammar P. 7 
1. a. sea  b. taniwha c. land  d. (all noun groups) Maori folklore,   
 gruesome monsters, dark caverns, deep pools, passing travellers
2. a. Horomatanga  b. Ngatoro
3. a. herd b. flock, school  c. troop, cast  d. gaggle , brood  e. leap
4. a. The name of the taniwha was Horomatangi.   
 b. The name of the new land, Aotearoa, is now known as New   
 Zealand.  c. Because it rained for the sports  carnival, there were   
 many disappointed children.  d. While many narratives are   
 false, legends often seem real.  e. Before undertaking a long journey,  
 it is wise to have plenty of supplies.
Punctuation P.7
5. a. In New Zealand, there are many places with Maori names.   
 b. Australia Day is celebrated on 26 January each year to   
 commemorate the landing of Captain Arthur Phillip in 1788   
 c. Captain James Cook discovered Australia in  1770 and claimed   
 it  for the British.  d. The Governor-General is Queen Elizabeth’s   
 representative in Australia.
Spelling  P. 8 
1. AO List: appal, appeared, avenge, caverns, dwelt, famous, folklore,  
 gruesome,  plume, resolved
 AO Extension: concentrated, condensed, generally, interpreted,   
 protection,  retribution, stealthily, travelled, universally, violently
2. a. folklore  b. plume  c. caverns  d. dwelt  e. gruesome
3.  a. violently b. retribution  c. universally  d. stealthily
4.  a responsible  b. convertible c. edible  d. comfortable  e. accessible   
 f. serviceable  g. predictable  h. noticeable  i. remarkable
5. a. travelled, travelling, travellers  b. propelled, propelling, propellers   
 c. revelled, revelling, revellers
Writing P. 9
 Sight:  He looked like a monstrous lizard.
 Smell:  Some people thought it was like the smell of dank caverns.
 Hearing: snapping off branches with loud cracks
 Feeling: his skin felt leathery
 Taste: would cook their meat in bubbling geysers
unit 2               
reading P. 10 
1. a. an oversimplified description  b. human activity contributes to   
 deserts growing   c. All deserts have one characteristic in common.   
 d. The changeability of desert temperatures.  e. yet    
 f. The variation in temperature over twenty-four hours is often extreme.   
 g. hollow
2.  a. Oases are formed when wind exposes underground water sources.   
 Walls are built around oases to protect them.  b. The dry desert loses  
 heat rapidly after sunset. Little cloud forms so the ground heats quickly.
grammar P. 11 
1. a. scorching, flat, lifeless sand  b. polar or cold deserts   
 c. underground water  d. precious water   2. a. is  b. sings  c. was   
 d. gathers   3. (Teacher – slightly different ones acceptable.)  
 a. What day is it today?   b. What will you be doing next week?   
 c. Why did Josie cry?    d. What were the children doing?   
 e. How many birds were in the nest?
Punctuation P.11 Teacher
Spelling P.12 
1. AO List: boulders, cases, degrees, deserts, dormant, freezing,  
 Gobi, polar, spring, submerge
 AO Extension: Celsius, changeability, characteristics, clearance,   
 plummets,  precious, preserve, static, stereotype, temperature
2. a. dormant  b. submerge  c. temperature  d. degrees   e. clearance 
 f. preserve  3. a. changeability b. plummets c. static  d. Celsius   
 e. characteristics   4. a. sculptor  b. surveyor c. lawyer  d. actor   
 e. teacher f. furrier  5. a. prey  b. preying  c. pray       
 6. a. desert  b. dessert
Writing P. 13  Teacher
 
 
 
 

unit 3 
reading P. 14 
1. a. She didn’t meet all obligations.  b. being knocked down four times   
 c. people regard her as having the record  d. loneliness and danger   
 e. focused  f. Follow your dreams. g. boldly
2. Jessica’s boat was 10 metres long. The largest waves were in   
 the Great  Australian Bight.  Jessica received no help on the voyage.
grammar P. 15 
1. a. captured  b. sailed c. named, inspired  d. prepared, encountered   
 e. was completed
2.  a. sailed  b. knocked  c. focused / focussed d. followed   
 e. recognised f. capsized  g. continued h. cried
3.  Subject Verb Object
 a. Jessica Watson was a young sailor
 b. Jesse Martin inspired Jessica
 c. A large crowd waved Jessica home
 d. The prime minister welcomed her
4. a. The heavy seas took their toll on Jessica
 b. Jessica’s boat had a pink hull
 c. The boat was knocked down by huge waves
 d. Its mast was deep underwater
Punctuation P. 15 
5. a. February is the shortest month of the year.   
 b. Christmas is in December and New Year is in January.
Spelling  P. 16 
1. AO List: captured, departure, diesel, feat, journey, obligation,   
 occasion, operation, route, violent
 AO Extension: unaccompanied, unassisted, undaunted,   
 undeveloped, unemployed, unexpected, unexplained, unofficially,   
 unprepared, unrecognised
2. a. undaunted  b. unassisted   3. d. diesel  b. feat      
4. a. captured  b. occasion  c. obligation  d. feat   5.  a. bight  b. feat   
 c. root  d. feet  e. route  f. bite    6.  a. feat  b. Bight  c. route        
7. a. creed  b. credible  c. credentials  d. incredible
Writing  P. 17  Teacher
unit 4   
reading P. 18 
1. a. July 27  b. Aug 17  c. Two  d. wide-ranging  e. a play on words   
 f. To give an overview of the term’s activities.  g. Feel free to be very  
 creative!  2. The mini-Olympics will use household supplies.   
 Sausages are on the menu for the ‘Bring a Friend Night’.
grammar P. 19 
1. a. cooking, bread  b. Kids, Green River  c. Klub  d. creative   
 e. household   2. huge  b. medium  c. wooden  d. white  e. exercise
3.  a. is  b. will have  c. Do  d. saw  e. did  4.  Let your imagination soar!
Punctuation P. 19 
5. a. ?  b. !  c. !  d. ?  e. ? f. !  6. Will 'Kidz Klub' be held on eight days  
 in Term three
Spelling P. 20 
1. AO List:  advantage, culture, exposure, knead, knit, knitting,   
 measure, pleasure, sausage, treasure
 AO Extension: creations, donations, exaggeration, function, futile,   
 imagination, information, juvenile, reconcile, tactile
2. a. exaggerate  b. imagine  c. function  d. create  e. donate  f. inform
3. a. treasuring  b. advantaging     4. a. exaggeration  b. reconcile
5.  a. donation  b. futile  c. imagination d. tactile  6. a. determination   
 b. exclamation  c. recreation  d. situation  e. furious  f. envious   
 g. gracious    7.a. knead  b. comb  c. tomb  d. write  e. wrung  f. knit
Writing P.21 Teacher
unit 5  
reading P. 22 
1. a. is put outside  b. intervals  c. pouring and marking   d. Rain is   
 measured in millimetres.  e. amassed  f. to direct the reader to further  
 information  g. 101 Easy Experiments   
2. a. The jar is used for measuring 1 cm and then this is used for   
 marking the narrow container.   b. Buildings and trees will shield the  
 jar from the rain, so it won’t show how much rain really fell.  c. If you  
 use a fine point marker, the measurements will be clearer and easier  
 to see.   d. Teacher.  Possible reasons: Doesn’t cost anything for   
 materials  and is made quickly.
grammar  P.23 
1. a. Measure  b. Fill  c. Repeat  d. Leave  e. Divide
2. a. Run quickly to catch the bus.  b. Please be quiet in the library.   
 c. Measure the rain gauge daily.  d. Make a rain gauge in Science.   
 e. Wear a seat belt in the car.      3. a. the park was wet   
 Dependent clauses: Because of the weather / when we went there     
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 b. The name of the new land, Aotearoa, is now known as New   
 Zealand.  c. Because it rained for the sports  carnival, there were   
 many disappointed children.  d. While many narratives are   
 false, legends often seem real.  e. Before undertaking a long journey,  
 it is wise to have plenty of supplies.
Punctuation P.7
5. a. In New Zealand, there are many places with Maori names.   
 b. Australia Day is celebrated on 26 January each year to   
 commemorate the landing of Captain Arthur Phillip in 1788   
 c. Captain James Cook discovered Australia in  1770 and claimed   
 it  for the British.  d. The Governor-General is Queen Elizabeth’s   
 representative in Australia.
Spelling  P. 8 
1. AO List: appal, appeared, avenge, caverns, dwelt, famous, folklore,  
 gruesome,  plume, resolved
 AO Extension: concentrated, condensed, generally, interpreted,   
 protection,  retribution, stealthily, travelled, universally, violently
2. a. folklore  b. plume  c. caverns  d. dwelt  e. gruesome
3.  a. violently b. retribution  c. universally  d. stealthily
4.  a responsible  b. convertible c. edible  d. comfortable  e. accessible   
 f. serviceable  g. predictable  h. noticeable  i. remarkable
5. a. travelled, travelling, travellers  b. propelled, propelling, propellers   
 c. revelled, revelling, revellers
Writing P. 9
 Sight:  He looked like a monstrous lizard.
 Smell:  Some people thought it was like the smell of dank caverns.
 Hearing: snapping off branches with loud cracks
 Feeling: his skin felt leathery
 Taste: would cook their meat in bubbling geysers
unit 2               
reading P. 10 
1. a. an oversimplified description  b. human activity contributes to   
 deserts growing   c. All deserts have one characteristic in common.   
 d. The changeability of desert temperatures.  e. yet    
 f. The variation in temperature over twenty-four hours is often extreme.   
 g. hollow
2.  a. Oases are formed when wind exposes underground water sources.   
 Walls are built around oases to protect them.  b. The dry desert loses  
 heat rapidly after sunset. Little cloud forms so the ground heats quickly.
grammar P. 11 
1. a. scorching, flat, lifeless sand  b. polar or cold deserts   
 c. underground water  d. precious water   2. a. is  b. sings  c. was   
 d. gathers   3. (Teacher – slightly different ones acceptable.)  
 a. What day is it today?   b. What will you be doing next week?   
 c. Why did Josie cry?    d. What were the children doing?   
 e. How many birds were in the nest?
Punctuation P.11 Teacher
Spelling P.12 
1. AO List: boulders, cases, degrees, deserts, dormant, freezing,  
 Gobi, polar, spring, submerge
 AO Extension: Celsius, changeability, characteristics, clearance,   
 plummets,  precious, preserve, static, stereotype, temperature
2. a. dormant  b. submerge  c. temperature  d. degrees   e. clearance 
 f. preserve  3. a. changeability b. plummets c. static  d. Celsius   
 e. characteristics   4. a. sculptor  b. surveyor c. lawyer  d. actor   
 e. teacher f. furrier  5. a. prey  b. preying  c. pray       
 6. a. desert  b. dessert
Writing P. 13  Teacher
 
 
 
 

unit 3 
reading P. 14 
1. a. She didn’t meet all obligations.  b. being knocked down four times   
 c. people regard her as having the record  d. loneliness and danger   
 e. focused  f. Follow your dreams. g. boldly
2. Jessica’s boat was 10 metres long. The largest waves were in   
 the Great  Australian Bight.  Jessica received no help on the voyage.
grammar P. 15 
1. a. captured  b. sailed c. named, inspired  d. prepared, encountered   
 e. was completed
2.  a. sailed  b. knocked  c. focused / focussed d. followed   
 e. recognised f. capsized  g. continued h. cried
3.  Subject Verb Object
 a. Jessica Watson was a young sailor
 b. Jesse Martin inspired Jessica
 c. A large crowd waved Jessica home
 d. The prime minister welcomed her
4. a. The heavy seas took their toll on Jessica
 b. Jessica’s boat had a pink hull
 c. The boat was knocked down by huge waves
 d. Its mast was deep underwater
Punctuation P. 15 
5. a. February is the shortest month of the year.   
 b. Christmas is in December and New Year is in January.
Spelling  P. 16 
1. AO List: captured, departure, diesel, feat, journey, obligation,   
 occasion, operation, route, violent
 AO Extension: unaccompanied, unassisted, undaunted,   
 undeveloped, unemployed, unexpected, unexplained, unofficially,   
 unprepared, unrecognised
2. a. undaunted  b. unassisted   3. d. diesel  b. feat      
4. a. captured  b. occasion  c. obligation  d. feat   5.  a. bight  b. feat   
 c. root  d. feet  e. route  f. bite    6.  a. feat  b. Bight  c. route        
7. a. creed  b. credible  c. credentials  d. incredible
Writing  P. 17  Teacher
unit 4   
reading P. 18 
1. a. July 27  b. Aug 17  c. Two  d. wide-ranging  e. a play on words   
 f. To give an overview of the term’s activities.  g. Feel free to be very  
 creative!  2. The mini-Olympics will use household supplies.   
 Sausages are on the menu for the ‘Bring a Friend Night’.
grammar P. 19 
1. a. cooking, bread  b. Kids, Green River  c. Klub  d. creative   
 e. household   2. huge  b. medium  c. wooden  d. white  e. exercise
3.  a. is  b. will have  c. Do  d. saw  e. did  4.  Let your imagination soar!
Punctuation P. 19 
5. a. ?  b. !  c. !  d. ?  e. ? f. !  6. Will 'Kidz Klub' be held on eight days  
 in Term three
Spelling P. 20 
1. AO List:  advantage, culture, exposure, knead, knit, knitting,   
 measure, pleasure, sausage, treasure
 AO Extension: creations, donations, exaggeration, function, futile,   
 imagination, information, juvenile, reconcile, tactile
2. a. exaggerate  b. imagine  c. function  d. create  e. donate  f. inform
3. a. treasuring  b. advantaging     4. a. exaggeration  b. reconcile
5.  a. donation  b. futile  c. imagination d. tactile  6. a. determination   
 b. exclamation  c. recreation  d. situation  e. furious  f. envious   
 g. gracious    7.a. knead  b. comb  c. tomb  d. write  e. wrung  f. knit
Writing P.21 Teacher
unit 5  
reading P. 22 
1. a. is put outside  b. intervals  c. pouring and marking   d. Rain is   
 measured in millimetres.  e. amassed  f. to direct the reader to further  
 information  g. 101 Easy Experiments   
2. a. The jar is used for measuring 1 cm and then this is used for   
 marking the narrow container.   b. Buildings and trees will shield the  
 jar from the rain, so it won’t show how much rain really fell.  c. If you  
 use a fine point marker, the measurements will be clearer and easier  
 to see.   d. Teacher.  Possible reasons: Doesn’t cost anything for   
 materials  and is made quickly.
grammar  P.23 
1. a. Measure  b. Fill  c. Repeat  d. Leave  e. Divide
2. a. Run quickly to catch the bus.  b. Please be quiet in the library.   
 c. Measure the rain gauge daily.  d. Make a rain gauge in Science.   
 e. Wear a seat belt in the car.      3. a. the park was wet   
 Dependent clauses: Because of the weather / when we went there     
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